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Grasping with the SoftPad,
a soft sensorized surface for exploiting
environmental constraints with rigid grippers
Chiara Gaudeni1 , Maria Pozzi1,2 , Zubair Iqbal1 , Monica Malvezzi1,2 , and Domenico Prattichizzo1,2

Abstract—A common trend in robotic manipulation is to
build compliant hands that can exploit environmental constraints
to perform robust grasps. However, in large-scale industrial
applications, end-effectors are mostly rigid. How can we exploit
environmental constraints using rigid industrial grippers? We
propose to add compliance to the environment, thanks to a
soft modular pneumatic surface: the SoftPad. Pressure sensors
connected to its modules allow to estimate the object pose and
center of mass and to detect the contact between the gripper and
the SoftPad during a grasping task. A new grasp strategy that
exploits such information for top-grasping objects, without using
cameras or force sensors, is presented. It has been tested with
objects having a wide range of sizes, shapes, and weights. The
SoftPad design can easily be adapted to the set of objects that
are used in a certain application.
Index Terms—Soft Sensors and Actuators; Grasping; Perception for Grasping and Manipulation

Fig. 1: Soft hands, like the RBO Hand 2 [10], can easily
interact with rigid surfaces for grasping objects (left), rigid
grippers, instead, cannot safely exploit the environment (center). We propose a soft sensorized surface (right) that allows
rigid grippers to exploit the environment to pick objects up
and provides a grasp planner with information on object pose
and weight distribution.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE field of soft robotics has greatly changed researchers’
perspective on robotic grasping, introducing new hands
and grippers [1] that allow grasping and manipulation strategies that were inconceivable with rigid hands. Differently from
classical rigid robotic hands, soft hands can safely interact
with constraints present in the environment [2]. Thus, grasp
planning with soft hands does not rely on exact models and
precise positioning of contact points, but aims at using the
direct physical interaction with the environment to constrain
and grab the object (Fig. 1-(left)) [3][4]. This is not possible
with rigid grippers (Fig. 1-(center)). Rigid robots, however,
still have important features that are difficult to obtain with soft
robots, such as the precision and repeatability of movements,
as well as the possibility of having accurate measurements
through sensors. The different features of soft and rigid hands
make them suitable for distinct applications. Soft hands are
more used in collaborative and assistive robotics [5], while
industrial picking still relies mainly on rigid grippers [6].
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In this work, we propose a novel solution to take advantage
of the strengths of both soft and rigid robotics approaches.
We propose to use rigid robotic grippers while adding compliance to the surface laying beneath the objects to be grasped
(Fig. 1-(right)). In other terms, we shift the focus from the
gripper to the environment. This is achieved by introducing
a grasping strategy that exploits the SoftPad, a matrix of
silicone pneumatic modules connected to pressure sensors
that, when placed beneath an object, can be used to detect
object pose, shape, and center of mass based on pressure
variations. Given the estimated center of mass, a planner
computes the center and the direction of grasp that can be
used by a robotic gripper to pick the object up. Thanks to
the SoftPad, grasps can be performed without the need of a
camera to locate the object and without prior knowledge on
its mass distribution or its shape. Besides, the gripper can
safely interact with the soft surface, coping with uncertainties
on the object pose and achieving more robust grasps thanks
to environmental constraints exploitation strategies [2]. Our
approach goes beyond classical vision-based object detection
strategies [7][8], as it allows to estimate the center of mass of
the object, not only its pose and shape. Besides, there is no
need to add force sensors to the robot [9][3], as the sensorized
modules can detect the contact between the gripper and the
SoftPad.
Previous work showed that pneumatic devices can effectively be used for force and pressure sensing. In [11], for
example, pneumatic chambers were used to detect obstacles
with a robotic cleaner, whereas in [12][13] pneumatic cushions
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were used to measure forces exchanged between a human and
a robotic system in two different scenarios. More recently,
pneumatic sensors were developed for manipulation [14] and
for robotic surgery [15]. All previously presented works focus
on adding softness and sensing capabilities to robotic devices
themselves. Here we show that pneumatic sensing is a viable
solution to create compliant and sensorized inclusions to
instrument the environment for facilitating grasping tasks with
rigid grippers.
In principle, combining an elastomeric layer with an array of tactile sensors could lead to a device comparable to
the SoftPad. Nonetheless, we have preferred the pneumatic
solution, that has several advantages with respect to other
technologies. First, the size (width, length, and thickness) of
pneumatic modules is completely customizable. This feature is
shared with other sensing technologies like soft sensors based
on liquid metals or pressure sensitive conductive sheets (e.g.,
Velostat). However, their use still presents some challenges.
In liquid metals sensors, none of the patterning methods
is yet high-throughput, the interface between soft and hard
materials within the device is still an issue, and studies
should be performed on the effect of the oxide presence [16].
Using conductive sheets, common problems include the large
crosstalk between adjacent cells and low accuracy [17].
Moreover, we chose to rely on pneumatic technology because it allows to create soft devices that can be used both
as sensors and as actuators [18]. In our case, for example, the
possibility of inflating more or less the pneumatic chambers is
fundamental, as it allows to adapt the stiffness of the modules
to support and sense objects with different weights. This
would not be possible by simply placing a matrix of tactile
sensors under a soft passive layer. In [19], soft actuation and
soft sensing are combined for body pressure sensing, but are
obtained with different technologies.
Another advantage of using pneumatic systems is that
the electronics can be delocalized [15], ensuring a hightemperature resistant and washable device in the work-space.
II. T HE S OFT PAD
In this section, the SoftPad structure and its manufacturing
process are described. Then, a FEM simulation framework to
study the device behavior is introduced. Here we will focus
on the specific SoftPad that was built to test the grasping
strategy described in Sec. III and that is shown in Fig. 2a,
but the device features (size, material, stiffness, etc.) can be
customized depending on the specific application.
A. Device description
The proposed device consists of a 2×3 matrix of pneumatic
modules. Each module is 45 × 45 mm, with a total height of
10 mm, of which 1.5 mm constitute the inflation layer. The
overall size of the SoftPad is 165 × 115 × 10 mm. The size
of the module can be chosen according to the required spatial
resolution and to the size of the objects. Smaller objects, for
instance, require smaller modules to well detect their shape.
For developing the SoftPad, we followed similar guidelines
as those described in [20]. The process starts by designing a

mold consisting of a base and a grid both realized in ABS
material, as shown in Fig. 2b. The material used for the
SoftPad is the EcoFlexTM silicone (Smooth-On Inc., USA)
with shore hardness of 00-30. The Ecoflex silicone is a
platinum-catalyzed silicone which is versatile and easy to
use. It comes with two parts: A and B. The optimal mixing
ratio (weight or volume) to achieve a smooth and well cured
elastomer is A/B = 1. The molding process is shown in
Fig. 2c. The first layer, that serves as a base for the SoftPad,
is cast with silicone as per the predefined height. Once the
filling is completed, the elastomer is left to cure for 4-5 hours.
The next step is to divide the structure into a number of
small squares (which will serve as soft modules) by using
the grid part. To define a pneumatic channel in each square, a
45 × 45 mm piece of acetate is placed on top of the first layer.
The purpose of acetate is to allow the silicone elastomer to
flow around it without adhering, establishing an inner channel.
Lastly, the second layer of silicone is cast on top of the acetate
and the mold is filled as per the required height, 1.5 mm in
our case. Again, the second layer has to cure for 4-5 hours.
To avoid bubble formation, the two parts must be mixed and
stirred very thoroughly for at least 3 minutes, and the curing
phase must occur in a heating chamber.
The height difference between the base and the upper layer
of the SoftPad enables the modules to be very soft on the top
and considerably rigid on the other side, hence, minimizing
the downward inflation. To further reduce downward inflation
and enable a smooth upward inflation, a sheet of neoprene was
embedded inside the base layer. High strength silicone tubes
SPX-60 FB VersilonTM (Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics,
France) were placed in each module by inserting them through
a small hole made with pointed end tweezers at the level of
the acetate. Liquid silicone was put around the circumference
of the tubes to avoid air leaks.
The tubing was connected to the Pneumaticbox, that was
used to control the inflation and deflation of the modules. The
Pneumaticbox is a control system developed to enable fast,
real-time control of pneumatic systems. It can provide up to
eight independently controlled channels, each equipped with
two discrete valves for inflation and deflation, and a differential
pressure sensor. All sensors and valves are connected to a
BeagleBone R Black (BeagleBoard.org, USA) embedded computer which is the main processing unit for the Pneumaticbox.
B. FEM simulation
To analyze the main structural properties of the SoftPad, a
Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation has been set up using Comsol Multiphysics R (Comsol Inc., USA) software. For
the sake of clarity, only one pneumatic module was considered.
The geometrical model of the SoftPad consists of a mesh with
5106 thethraedral elements. A surface pressure loading p is
applied to the lower surface of the pneumatic module, while
its external boundaries are blocked with a fixed constraint.
We assumed an hyperelastic material, nearly incompressible
with quadratic volumetric strain energy [21]. Since the main
properties of the material vary in a wide range, and the
manufacturing process may be affected by uncertainties, a first
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Fig. 2: (a) SoftPad and Pneumaticbox used in the experiments. (b) 3D printed mold and grid structure for building the SoftPad.
(c) Complete process flow to develop a SoftPad.
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Fig. 3: FEM model of the SoftPad. (a) Height of a module as a function of inflating pressure, comparison between simulation
results (continuous curves) and experimental measurements obtained using a load cell (coloured dots). (b) Deformation (in m)
of the module for different inflating pressures (1 kPa, 2.5 kPa), and an external load F = 0.5 N applied in the center. (c)
Equivalent mean stiffness of a module as a function of inflating pressure: simulation results for different external forces.

set of simulations was realized to identify material properties (Young’s modulus, Shear Modulus, Poisson’s ratio, bulk
modulus, and mass density). In these simulations, a constant
pressure value varying from 0.5 to 2.8 kPa was applied and
the overall displacement in the center of the pneumatic module
was evaluated. Pressure values varying in the same range were
applied to the real SoftPad and the corresponding physical
deformation was measured. Results are shown in Fig. 3a.
In the same figure, also simulated and experimental results
obtained by applying an external force in the center of the
module, with different force magnitude values, are reported.
The indicated minimum and maximum pressure values were
chosen by observing the SoftPad behavior, as explained in
Sec. IV. The used FEM model shows good capabilities of
predicting the module deformations, except from when it
undergoes large deformations due to high forces.
Other simulations were conducted to study how the sensitive
area of a module changes with respect to the inflating pressure.
The sensitive area of a module approximately corresponds
to the 3D surface of a spherical cap with a square basis
having side l. For the analyzed configuration, l varies from
≈ 20 mm for low pressures (0.5 kPa) to ≈ 45 mm for higher
pressures (2.8 kPa). Fig. 3b shows the module deformation
(in m) obtained for two different inflating pressures (p = 1
and p = 2.5 kPa) when simulating the application of an
external normal force F = 0.5 N in a central circular area
with radius r = 5 mm. Note that the deformation around the

borders is limited.
A third set of simulations was carried out to estimate
the mean equivalent stiffness in the vertical direction of
each pneumatic module. To this aim, a vertical force was
applied on a circular area with a radius r = 1 cm in the
center of the module, with an equivalent resulting magnitude
F = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8} N. We measured the corresponding deformation of the module, for different inflating pressure values,
and compared the displacement in the vertical direction of the
module center, hload , with the value obtained without external
forces, hf ree . We therefore evaluated the equivalent stiffness
as k = F/(hf ree − hload ). Obtained results are reported in
Fig. 3c. For low force values, k increases as p increases,
as expected, while for high force and/or low pressure, the
overall module deformation caused by force application is such
that the upper silicone layer contacts the lower one and the
corresponding stiffness is therefore higher. A decrease in the
equivalent stiffness as the applied force magnitude increases
can be furthermore observed.
From the sensing point of view, varying the inflating pressure allows to change measurement range and sensitivity of
the device. For high inflating pressures, for example, modules
are less sensitive to external deformations, because they are
stiffer, but they can resist higher forces and thus detect heavy
objects without collapsing.
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III. G RASPING WITH THE S OFT PAD
This Section describes a grasping strategy that allows a
rigid gripper to perform top-grasps of objects placed over
the SoftPad. Pressure readings coming from the SoftPad are
used in the grasp planning phase to estimate the pose and the
center of mass of the object to be grasped, and during grasp
execution to detect the contact between the robotic gripper
and the SoftPad. In both phases, the algorithm is based on the
evaluation of the pressure increments ∆Pi in each module i.
A. Grasp planning
When an object is placed on the SoftPad, we assume that the
modules that are in contact with the object are those in which
an increment of pressure higher than a certain threshold to with
respect to the initial inflating value is detected. Note that when
a variation of pressure occurs in a module, it is not possible to
estimate the exact location of the object over the module itself
from the sole pressure measurement. For the same pressure
variation, there could be a lighter object covering the whole
module surface or a heavier object covering a smaller portion
of it: since the only information we rely on is given by pressure
measurements, we cannot distinguish these two cases. Thus,
the modules size should be chosen on the basis of the size of
the objects that have to be grasped in a certain application. If
the objects are too small and cover just one module, most of
the benefits of using the SoftPad would be lost.
The outcomes of the grasp planning phase are the center and
direction of grasp for a rigid parallel-jaw gripper. To compute
them, first all the modules are inflated to the same pressure, to
ensure that they all reach the same height, and then the center
of mass of the object is computed.
1) Initial inflating procedure: Before starting to use the
SoftPad, it should be inflated to a desired initial pressure. By
changing the value of the inflating pressure it is possible to
change the compliance of the SoftPad according to the set
of objects that must be grasped. A highly compliant SoftPad
detects lighter objects that generate variations of pressure
which would not be detected by more rigid modules. For heavy
objects, modules inflated at a low pressure would collapse,
hence, it is preferable to use considerably higher inflating
pressures (see the simulation results in Fig. 3a: for high force
magnitudes and low pressure values, the upper layer falls on
the lower layer and its height drops to zero).
To guarantee the proper functioning of the algorithm and
the repeatability of the experiments, it is important that each
module is inflated at the same initial inner pressure. This
ensures that the heights of the six modules are the same, and
thus the object is not tilted when placed on the SoftPad. If
before the placement of the object the pressure in one or more
modules differs from the selected initial pressure of a value
greater than a certain tolerance tadj , an automatic procedure
will inflate/deflate it accordingly. The tolerance should be
chosen as a compromise between accuracy and length of the
adjustment phase. After the adjustment procedure is finished,
the current pressure of each module is measured and saved
as a reference value. Then, an object can be placed over the

SoftPad and its center of mass can be evaluated starting from
the new pressure readings, as explained in the following.
2) Estimation of center of mass: We consider the object as a
discrete system composed of as many masses as the number of
modules in contact with the object, each of them placed in the
center of the corresponding module (see Fig. 4a). The center
of mass of the object is estimated by computing a weighted average of the variations of pressure ∆Pi , i = 1, . . . , N , where
N is the number of modules in contact with the object. The
resulting point is called Pressure-based center of mass, or
PCOM, and is computed as:
PN
PN
k=1 (∆Pi yi )
k=1 (∆Pi xi )
, yP COM = P
. (1)
xP COM = PN
N
k=1 ∆Pi
k=1 ∆Pi
Considering the reference frame shown in Fig. 4a, x and
y range in a discrete set of values: xi = {0.5, 1.5, 2.5} and
yi = {0.5, 1.5}. Note that, from these assumptions, the two
objects in Fig. 4b have the same PCOM, even if they have
different shapes. In Fig. 4b-(3), module 1 is only partially
covered by the object and this information is taken into
account thanks to the fact that most of the pressure variation
is sensed in module 4, as the object is shifted towards it. In
Fig. 4b-(4), the object is equally placed over the two modules,
but has a mass distribution that generates a higher pressure
variation in module 4.
3) Computation of center and direction of grasp: To identify the grasp, two parameters are required: a point on the
object over which the gripper’s center should be aligned
(center of grasp or COG) and an angle θ identifying the
orientation of the gripper (direction of grasp). Angle θ ranges
from −π/4 to π/2, considering that it is equal to 0 when the
direction of grasp is parallel to the SoftPad x-axis.
As a first step, the planner counts the number N of modules
touched by the object. If the N modules are not adjacent (not
even in diagonal), the algorithm assumes that there are at least
two objects on the SoftPad, since bridge-shaped objects are
not taken into account. In this case, the algorithm treats them
separately, to grasp them in sequence.
Depending on the value of N , COG and θ are evaluated
with different procedures. The SoftPad that we designed has
six modules, this is why in the following we describe six
different cases. However, the described computations can
easily be extended to more modules, as more complex cases
can be treated, with some adjustments, as simpler cases.
• N = 1. The COG corresponds to the center of the module,
e.g., (0.5, 1.5) for module 1. The direction of the grasp can be
chosen by default, e.g., θ = 0. Note that the 1-module object
is a limit case of our algorithm, because, as we wrote at the
beginning of this section, we cannot retrieve information about
its shape.
• N = 2. The algorithm detects if the object is horizontal,
vertical, or diagonal. As shown in Fig. 4c, the COG corresponds to the P COM , which is always on the major axis
of the object (dashed red line). The direction of the grasp is
perpendicular to the major axis. For example, if the object is
vertical, θ = 0 and P COM has the same x of the center of the
two modules, while the y depends on the weight distribution
of the object.
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Fig. 4: Illustration of the working principles of the SoftPad based grasp planning strategy, from simpler to more complex cases.
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P COM computation, this detail is omitted in other figures for the sake of clarity.
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Fig. 5: Diagram of the grasp planning algorithm that outputs center and direction of grasp. The red arrow shows the starting
point. Pink squares represent if-statements. Dotted lines indicate that one case can be simplified and treated as if it involves a
lower number of modules.
• N = 3. As shown in Fig. 4d-(1), if the object is horizontal,
the COG corresponds to the PCOM and the direction of
the grasp is vertical (θ = π/2). If the three modules are in
a “corner-shaped” configuration as in Fig. 4d-(2)(3)(4), the
COG may not coincide with the P COM . Since we are
considering a discrete system of masses, when they are not
aligned, the P COM can also fall outside of the involved
modules. The COG, instead, has to be on the axis of one
module belonging to the object to allow the gripper to grasp
the object. Let us call corner module the one in the middle,
side modules the other two, and bisector the line starting from

the outer corner of the corner module and dividing the object
in two equal parts (Fig. 4d-(2)). Since the exact shape around
the corner is not known, it is safer to grasp along one of
the two side modules rather than on the corner module. If the
P COM is in one of the side modules or outside of the object,
it is projected on the axis of the side module itself (Fig. 4d-(2))
or of the nearest one (evaluated with respect to the bisector)
(Fig. 4d-(3)). If P COM falls on the corner module, as in
Fig. 4d-(4), the position of the COG is obtained by projecting
the P COM on the closest axis of the corner module and then
shifting it towards the center of the nearest side module. A
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safety margin cs is thus added either to the x (Fig. 4d-(4)) or
to the y of the P COM . This safety shift is important since
our algorithm does not give any information on the shape of
the corner of the object. In our experiments we used cs = 0.2.
The direction of the grasp is the direction of the projection
on the axis. A similar reasoning applies for cases like those
shown in Fig. 4d-(5)(6), where it is difficult to do assumptions
on the object shape along the diagonal parts. In these cases the
bisector is considered vertical and the direction of the grasp
can be either θ = 0 or θ = ± π4 , depending on the direction of
projection of the P COM . When the projection of the P COM
falls on the axis of the corner module, as in Fig. 4d-(6), it is
preferable to move the COG to the nearest corner of the side
module.
• N = 4. A limit case is the object occupying a square of
2 × 2 modules. This case, similarly to the 1-module case, is
treated choosing the direction of the grasp by default, while
the COG is the center of the square. In all other cases, to
simplify the algorithm and make it as scalable as possible,
we do not consider one of the modules at the extremities
and treat the object as it is 3-modules. The module which is
not taken into account is the one whose center is the farthest
from the P COM (see Fig. 4e), i.e., the one which affects
less the P COM position. In this way, central modules (2 and
5 in Fig. 4a) are never removed and the original shape is
changed only far from the COG, so that a safe grasp is always
achieved. Taking Fig. 4e-(1) as example, after re-shaping the
object as it is 3-modules object it appears as a rectangle. If
the gripper tried to grasp it from module 1, it would hit the
portion of object in module 4. However, since the removed
module is always far from the P COM and thus is the COG,
this will never happen.
• N = 5. The grasping strategy depends on the position of
the module that is not touched by the object. When modules
are in a horseshoe, if the P COM falls in the central modules 2
or 5 (as in Fig. 4f-(1)) the safest grasp is obtained projecting
the COG to the axis of the central module covered by the
object, because the weight of the object is well-balanced on
the x-axis. If the P COM falls anywhere else, for the sake
of simplicity and scalability all the cases can be reduced to
a 3-modules object case. If P COM is on the left of the
vertical bisector (xP COM < 1.5) modules 3 and 6 are removed
(Fig. 4f-(2)), otherwise 1 and 4. When modules occupy a
2 × 2 square plus a single module, if the P COM falls in
the square, the direction of the grasp is vertical (θ = π/2),
xCOG = xP COM , and yCOG = 1. Otherwise, the COG is
obtained by the projection of the P COM onto the axis of the
single module (Fig. 4f-(3)).
• N = 6. The COG corresponds to the projection of the
P COM on the major axis of the SoftPad, and the direction
of the grasp is vertical (θ = π/2).
The complexity of the algorithm would increase with the
number of modules. Thus, for N > 6, the idea is always to
evaluate only the area around the P COM , leading back the
problem to simpler cases. Fig. 5 summarizes the main steps of
the grasp planning strategy. Note that the COG computed as
in this section is expressed in a reference frame where a unit
corresponds to the side of a module (Fig. 4a). In this way, all

computations can be generalized to SoftPads with modules of
any size.
B. Grasp execution
After multiplying the components of the COG by the length
and width of the SoftPad, the obtained COG and θ are sent to
a robot arm equipped with a rigid gripper, that moves toward
the desired grasping pose over the object. Once it reaches
the computed grasping pose, the gripper starts moving down
towards the SoftPad. The advantage of having a soft surface
underneath the objects is that we do not need to precisely
control the vertical motion of the manipulator, since the fingers
can safely touch the SoftPad and slide over it, after caging
the object. As soon as the pressure in the SoftPad due to the
contact with the gripper overcomes a threshold tg , the arm is
stopped and the gripper is closed to grasp the object.
The actual amount of sliding motion performed by the
gripper fingers depends on object size and gripper opening.
If, for example, the object to be grasped has a larger height
than fingers’ length, the gripper will start closing as soon as
its center touches the object, as also in this case a variation
of pressure is sensed by the SoftPad. If the object, instead, is
not as tall as the fingers and does not cover the whole area of
the module in the direction of grasp, as in Fig. 1-(right), there
is free space between the object and the jaws. The gripper
will thus cage the object and start closing after touching the
SoftPad, performing a surface-constrained grasp [2].
IV. E XPERIMENTS
The grasp planning strategy described in Sec. III was tested
for 13 different objects, covering most of the cases that the
algorithm can account for. To perform the planned grasps, we
used a Sawyer collaborative robot arm equipped with a parallel
jaw gripper with 9.5 cm long fingers. Depending on the object
to be grasped, the gripper was mounted in three different ways,
achieving a maximum width of {10, 6, 4} cm respectively,
and a corresponding minimum width of {4, 2, 0} cm. During
the experiments, the grasp execution was implemented as
described in Sec. III-B: the gripper was automatically positioned and oriented over the object according to the center
and direction of grasp outputted by the grasp planner, and
then closed on the object as soon as the pressure threshold tg
was overcome. The SoftPad inflation and reading, the robot
controller, and the information exchange between the SoftPad
and the robot were implemented in ROS [22].
At the beginning of each experimental session, the SoftPad
was inflated to achieve a pressure of 1.1 kPa in each module,
corresponding to a height of 9 mm. We observed that the range
of possible inflating pressures goes from 0.5 to 2.8 kPa. For
lower values, the SoftPad is almost deflated and the evaluation
of the variation of pressure in each module is not feasible.
For higher values, modules become too stiff and their shape is
such that the object cannot be stably placed over them. For the
initial pressure we chose an intermediate value in this range.
In the experiments, the threshold for the grasp planner was
chosen so that it was possible to detect one Lego Duplo piece
(12.6 g, 42 × 31 × 31 mm): to =0.05 kPa. In general, this
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Fig. 8: A soft environment allows to safely and robustly grasp
objects with a rigid gripper.

(b)

Fig. 6: (a) Simple object (weight=38 g) laying on two modules:
planned grasp (COG = (0.5, 0.96), θ = 0). (b) Two objects
that have a similar plan: the one on the left because it is shifted
towards module 1 (COG = (0.5, 1.18, 0), θ = 0), the one on
the right (54 g) because it is heavier in correspondence to
module 1 (COG = (0.5, 1.21), θ = 0).
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grasp, whereas Fig. 7 reports pressure values for each module
during the grasp execution phases: the initial adjustment of the
internal pressure of the modules, the detection of the object,
and the detection of the contact with the robot. As depicted
in Fig. 4b, there are cases in which the planned grasp is
similar for two different objects (cf. Sec. III). Fig. 6b shows
an example of this situation involving 2 adjacent modules.
An object shifted towards module 1 and another object with
the base centered between modules 1 and 2, but heavier in
correspondence to module 1, are grasped similarly.
The SoftPad not only detects objects’ features, but was
primarily built for obtaining a safe gripper/environment interaction. Fig. 8 shows an experiment demonstrating that this
aspect can also help to robustly grasp objects that cannot be
picked up when laying on a rigid surface.

Time [s]

Fig. 7: Simple object laying on two modules: measured
pressures during the grasping task. Having reliable data for
the initial reference pressures and the pressures recorded after
placing the object over the SoftPad is fundamental. Thus, after
the pressure adjustments phase and at the beginning of the
grasp planning phase, pressure values are read 10 times and
the mean values are computed for each module.
threshold should be selected based on the lightest item in
the set of objects that need to be manipulated. The threshold for the initial phase of pressure adjustment was chosen
as tadj = 0.03 kPa, whereas the threshold for the detection
of the contact between the gripper and the SoftPad was
tg = 0.09 kPa. Note that tg must be chosen to accurately avoid
any false positive due to oscillations of measurements, which
during the contact detection would lead to close in advance
the gripper. The value of tg can be greater than to , because
the impact of a rigid gripper moving towards the SoftPad is
easier to detect, as it produces larger pressure variations. Raw
pressure measurements from the Pneumaticbox were filtered
using a running average filter of 10 samples.
Two experiments are presented, one shows the detailed
functioning of the grasp planning strategy, the other illustrates
that the devised algorithm works for a variety of objects.

Experiment 2: SoftPad aided grasping of a variety of objects
We chose 11 different objects to show the potentialities of
the grasp planning algorithm based on the SoftPad pressure
readings. During the experimental trials, the robot approached
the object with a velocity of 0.05 m/s and each object was
grasped and held for 15 s at a velocity of 0.05 m/s. For each
object, we performed 5 trials. The planned center and direction
of grasp obtained in one representative trial are depicted in
Fig. 9 and reported in Table I, where also objects’ weights
and success rate are listed. An overall success rate of 94.5%
was obtained. Objects 1, 2, 3, and 6 are symmetric and with
homogeneous weight, thus they were grasped from the middle.
For objects 4 and 5, and for the charger, the center of grasp
is clearly placed closer to the heaviest part of the object. The
cylinder was filled with a heavy small part in one side, that
is why the grasp center is not placed exactly in the middle
of it. For the banana and the toy, the algorithm worked as in
the case of 3-modules objects (Fig. 4d), while the limes were
considered a 4-modules object (Fig. 4e).
Three failures were experienced. Two (object 5, charger)
were due to a missing contact detection, because the gripper
touched the non-sensitive line between modules. The cylinder
was not grasped in one case because the COG was not
successfully detected, even if the angle of grasp was correct.
These two issues could be easily overcome using a gripper
with thicker tips and larger maximum width, respectively.

Experiment 1: Working principles of the grasping strategy
The functioning of the grasp planning strategy based on
SoftPad readings is shown considering an object composed
of three Lego Duplo pieces. Fig. 6a illustrates the planned

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose to exploit soft inclusions in the
environment to perform robust grasps with rigid grippers. This
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Fig. 9: Objects used in Experiment 2. The black rectangles
indicate the planned position of the fingertips of the gripper.
TABLE I: Weight, representative planned grasp, and success
rate for the objects in Fig. 9. The banana and the Lego Duplo
pieces are taken from the YCB Dataset [23].
Object
object 1
object 2
object 3
object 4
object 5
object 6
banana
toy
limes
cylinder
charger

Weight (g)

Planned grasp
(xCOG , yCOG , θ)

Success rate

23.8
25.3
44.4
52
64.9
122
59.8
131.6
187
88.9
312.3

(2.5, 1, 0)
(1.04, 0.96, π/4)
(1.5, 1.5, π/2)
(0.5, 1.2, 0)
(1.36, 1.5, π/2)
(1.55, 0.5, π/2)
(1, 1, −π/4)
(2, 1, −π/4)
(1.5, 0.8, 0)
(1.14, 1, π/2)
(1.16, 1, π/2)

5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
4/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
4/5
4/5

is achieved through a grasping strategy that uses a sensorized
soft layer, called SoftPad, to estimate object pose, shape, and
center of mass. The great advantage of using the SoftPad,
with respect to having a vision system, is the possibility to
estimate the weight distribution. Besides, the same device can
be employed to sense the contact between the gripper and
the SoftPad, thus performing the role that is usually left to
force sensors placed on the hand fingertips or at the robot arm
wrist. The grasp plan computation is based on assumptions
that might not be valid for all objects, but, on the one hand,
the possibility of sliding over the SoftPad solves possible
uncertainties on the object pose, and, on the other hand,
the SoftPad parameters (thresholds, inflating pressure) and
physical characteristics (size, shape, material) can be changed
depending on the application.
The SoftPad concept is a first step towards the instrumentation of the environment with soft inclusions for exploiting
extrinsic, adaptable compliance during grasping and manipulation tasks performed by rigid grippers. A similar device
could be, for example, integrated inside a conveyor belt in a
factory, or even placed over more complex surfaces thanks to
its intrinsic compliance. In future work we target to improve
the grasping algorithm in terms of scalability and to investigate
how to adapt the compliance of the SoftPad to ensure a safe
and stable impact even in case of high robot velocities. We will
also advance the simulation framework, to achieve a platform
for iterative design of the SoftPad.
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